A New Opportunity to Choose Wisely

Order Fewer Chest X-rays

Three Ways to Choose Wisely:

1. **In the ICU:** The Critical Care Societies Collaborative recommends against ordering daily chest x-rays without a clinical indication.

2. **Pre-op:** The American College of Radiology recommends avoiding pre-operative chest x-rays for ambulatory patients with unremarkable history and physical exams.

3. **New admissions:** The American College of Radiology recommends obtaining chest x-rays if you suspect acute cardiopulmonary disease or in a patient older than 70 with chronic stable cardiopulmonary disease who does not have a recent x-ray.
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Frequently Held Misconceptions

1. My ICU patient needs a chest x-ray (CXR) every morning regardless of clinical status.

   Not necessarily. A meta-analysis of 9 studies showed no difference in mortality, ICU length of stay, or duration of mechanical ventilation in patients who received CXRs only based on clinical changes vs. those receiving routine, daily CXRs.\(^1\) Other studies have shown a 32-45% reduction in CXR orders with no change in patient outcomes.\(^2,3\)

2. In the majority of cases my morning chest x-ray changes management.

   Quite the opposite. A good rule is to always order a CXR to answer a clinical question. One study, conducted in an ICU, found that when performing routine, daily CXRs, only 5.5% of radiographs resulted in changes in management.\(^4\)

3. There is no harm in routine, daily CXR’s in ICU patients.

   False. The costs to patients include unnecessary work-ups of false positive results, excess radiation exposure, dislodged lines and endotracheal tubes during repositioning, and money ($24 per CXR). It also takes away resources from support staff needed to evaluate more unstable patients.

4. Every patient needs a chest x-ray before surgery.

   Not the case. Patients with history or physical exam findings suggestive of cardiopulmonary disease or patients over age 70 without a CXR in the preceding six months may benefit from a pre-op CXR.\(^5\)

5. I will miss something by not ordering a routine, morning chest x-ray on my intubated patient.

   It’s unlikely. While most patients have a clinical indication for a CXR in the first 48 hours after intubation, patients ventilated >48 hours are unlikely to benefit from routine imaging. One study found only a 0.7% risk of delayed diagnoses among patients not receiving routine CXRs; most of the delayed diagnoses were mal-positioned NG tubes.\(^4\)
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